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Haven Moon will transport you to a mysterious world where you have to explore abandoned islands and solve their secrets to
find a treasure. In this Myst-like game inspired 5d3b920ae0
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Nice game! I remember reading the creators of Myst saying they "don't design games, they design worlds" or something along
those lines. I wish there were more world-building in Haven moon. There isn't much to see on this moon besides four kind of
Jules-Verney locations. Some of the puzzles were frustrating and I admit I needed hints, which I usually don't. It felt like I was
always getting stuck. That being said, the overall story was great, the ending had a really nice moral, and once the game got
going it flowed smoothly. The graphics and music are also really good. For an independant creation, I think it's really
impressive.. Nice game! I remember reading the creators of Myst saying they "don't design games, they design worlds" or
something along those lines. I wish there were more world-building in Haven moon. There isn't much to see on this moon
besides four kind of Jules-Verney locations. Some of the puzzles were frustrating and I admit I needed hints, which I usually
don't. It felt like I was always getting stuck. That being said, the overall story was great, the ending had a really nice moral, and
once the game got going it flowed smoothly. The graphics and music are also really good. For an independant creation, I think
it's really impressive.. sorry but this game doesn't give any directions and hints to solve all these trial error and obscure puzzles.
background musics great and graphics looks gorgeous but there is no substantial story, characters, drama or action so it didn't
give me enjoyment and motivation continue and finish to game. i also found controls hard to manage.. sorry but this game
doesn't give any directions and hints to solve all these trial error and obscure puzzles. background musics great and graphics
looks gorgeous but there is no substantial story, characters, drama or action so it didn't give me enjoyment and motivation
continue and finish to game. i also found controls hard to manage.. I am a huge Myst fan and I have to say I loved Haven Moon.
Since Myst I have played an enormous number of what may be called Myst clones, and Haven Moon is among the closest to
recreating the original experience. The puzzle design and artwork are very reminiscent of those of Myst. There were a couple of
puzzles I grew frustrated with because I thought I had to search a huge space of solutions, but after some patience (i.e. unlocking
further areas to reveal more clues) and more careful observation and putting stuff together in my head, I discovered that there
were sufficient clues to solve them with much less trial and error. The puzzles and exploration were fair, fun and rewarding. I
played this about a year ago, and I'll be honest, I don't remember much about the story, but I do remember loving the whole
experience.. Absolutely worth every dime. If you loved Myst, this game is a worthy little love-note to the genre. It's not nearly as
vast or as deep as the Myst worlds, but one should remember this wasn't made by a huge development team with piles of money
backing them. For being essentially a one man project, this game is positively amazing.. I am a huge Myst fan and I have to say I
loved Haven Moon. Since Myst I have played an enormous number of what may be called Myst clones, and Haven Moon is
among the closest to recreating the original experience. The puzzle design and artwork are very reminiscent of those of Myst.
There were a couple of puzzles I grew frustrated with because I thought I had to search a huge space of solutions, but after some
patience (i.e. unlocking further areas to reveal more clues) and more careful observation and putting stuff together in my head, I
discovered that there were sufficient clues to solve them with much less trial and error. The puzzles and exploration were fair,
fun and rewarding. I played this about a year ago, and I'll be honest, I don't remember much about the story, but I do remember
loving the whole experience.. sorry but this game doesn't give any directions and hints to solve all these trial error and obscure
puzzles. background musics great and graphics looks gorgeous but there is no substantial story, characters, drama or action so it
didn't give me enjoyment and motivation continue and finish to game. i also found controls hard to manage.
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